The engineering of advanced multicellular behaviors, such as the programmed growth 6 of biofilms or tissues, requires cells to communicate multiple aspects of physiological information. to a demultiplexer circuit (DEMUX), and both are controlled by a common SELECT signal (Fig.  31  1, A and B) . The MUX receives n input signals, but propagates only one to the DEMUX, 32 depending on the SELECT value. The DEMUX relays this signal to one of n possible outputs, 33 again depending on SELECT. A conversation occurs because a given input (INi) is routed 34 exclusively to the corresponding output (OUTi). Multiple conversations can occur sequentially if 35 the SELECT value is changed (Fig. 1, A and B) . 36
In electronic engineering, channel selectors (CSs) enable a single communication resource 29 such as a wire to transmit multiple conversations. In a CS, a multiplexer circuit (MUX) is linked 30 to a demultiplexer circuit (DEMUX), and both are controlled by a common SELECT signal ( Fig.  31 1, A and B). The MUX receives n input signals, but propagates only one to the DEMUX, 32 depending on the SELECT value. The DEMUX relays this signal to one of n possible outputs, 33 again depending on SELECT. A conversation occurs because a given input (INi) is routed 34 exclusively to the corresponding output (OUTi). Multiple conversations can occur sequentially if 35 the SELECT value is changed (Fig. 1, A 
and B). 36
To multiplex cell-cell communication ( Fig. 1C and D) , we implemented the simplest CS, 37
where n = 2, genetically. First, we used formal logic synthesis to design the required 2-input MUX 38 and 2-output DEMUX from the smallest possible number of Boolean NOT and NOR gates (Fig.  39 S1A) . We restricted our design to NOT and NOR because these gates can be combined to achieve 40 any digital logic operation and readily constructed in live cells using transcriptional repressors and 41 repressible promoters (8, (20) (21) (22) . Our design process yielded minimized MUX and DEMUX 42 circuits composed of one NOT and three NOR gates assembled in three layers (Fig. S1 , B and C), 43 and two NOT and two NOR gates assembled in two layers (Fig. S1, D and E) , respectively. 44
To implement these circuits genetically, we turned to the CRISPR interference (CRISPRi) 45 technology, wherein a nuclease-dead Cas9 (dCas9):small guide RNA (sgRNA) complex sequence-46 specifically binds and represses transcription from a target promoter (23). We designed nine 47 putatively orthogonal sgRNA:promoter pairs by encoding randomized and divergent operator 48 sequences lacking homology to the E. coli genome (Methods) between the -35 and -10 sites of 49 otherwise constitutive promoters ( Figs. 2A and B) . Indeed, all sgRNAs in our set (S1-S9) strongly 50 repress their cognate promoters (P1-P9), without cross-repressing any of the eight non-cognate 51 promoters (Fig. 2C) (Fig. S3) . However, an unconstrained Hill model better 65 describes several of the transfer functions (Fig. S3) . Thus, we chose to use unconstrained Hill 66 models to describe the behaviors of all NOTi gates (Fig. 2E , Table S1 ). The root mean square 67 error (RMSE) between the data and fits range between 0.067-0.30 MEFL decades (Methods). 68
Each NOTi gate can be converted into a corresponding NOR gate (i.e. NORi) by adding a 69 second instance of the sgRNA transcribed from a second, independent input promoter ( Fig. S4A) .
70
NOR gates produce high output only when both inputs are low. We simulated the 2-input/1-output 71 transfer functions of NORi by adding a second transcriptional input term to each NOTi model 72 (Supplementary Materials). Indeed, all nine NORi gates are predicted to exhibit NOR-like 73 behavior (Fig. S4B) . We hypothesized that our library of NOT and NOR gates could be utilized 74 to construct the MUX and DEMUX. 75
We selected NOR5, NOR3, NOT2, and NOR6 to implement the MUX (Fig. 3A) .
76
Considering only low (0) and high (1) signal values, a 2-input MUX can receive eight 77 combinations of IN1, IN2, and SELECT. To generate these eight input combinations, we 78 constructed eight MUX test circuits wherein constitutive promoters are absent (resulting in low 79 signal) or present (resulting in high signal) in the appropriate circuit locations (Fig. 3A) . Then, we 80 probed the output of each gate and the overall MUX behavior in all eight test circuits. First, all 81 gates propagate digital-like signals, generating only the minimum or maximum output value in all 82 conditions (Fig. 3A) . Second, all gates perform the proper computation in all test circuits (Fig.  83  3A) . As a result, the MUX correctly chooses to relay the IN1 signal (to OUTMUX) when SELECT 84 = 0 and IN2 when SELECT = 1 (Fig. 3A) . Finally, all gate outputs are predicted accurately by a 85 MUX model constructed from the individual gate models (RMSE between model predictions and 86 data = 0.33 MEFL decades) (Fig. 3A, Supplementary Materials) . 87
We similarly constructed the DEMUX from NOT8, NOR7, NOT9, and NOR2 (Fig. 3B) .
88
A 2-output DEMUX can receive four combinations of input (INDEMUX) and SELECT signal values.
89
We tested our DEMUX design using four test circuits, as before. All gates behave digitally, 90 perform the proper computations, and are well predicted by a model (RMSE = 0.59 MEFL 91 decades) (Fig. 3B, Supplementary Materials) . Indeed, the DEMUX correctly relays INDEMUX to 92 OUT1 when SELECT = 0, and to OUT2 when SELECT = 1 (Fig. 3B) (Figs. S5, S6 ). When DAPG is present (SELECT = 0), the behavior 99 of the SENSOR-MUX recapitulates that of the MUX (Fig. S6) . However, two faults arise when 100 DAPG is absent (SELECT = 1). First, when aTc is present (IN1 = 0) and IPTG is absent (IN2 = 1), 101 only ~40% of cells propagate IN2 to OUTMUX (Fig. S6) . This fault is caused by leaky transcription 102 from the DAPG sensor in ~60% of cells (Fig. S6) . We chose not to debug this fault because it is a 103 failure of the DAPG sensor rather than the MUX, and we hypothesized that production of the cell-104 cell communication signal from ~40% of cells would be sufficient to transmit information to the 105 DEMUX. In the second fault, when IPTG is present (IN2 = 0) OUTMUX reaches only intermediate, 106
rather than low, levels (Fig. S6) . This result indicates that NOR6 produces too low an output signal 107 to fully repress NOR3 in the context of SENSOR-MUX. We corrected this fault by increasing the 108 strength of P6, yielding NOR6* and SENSOR-MUX* (Figs. S7 and S8 ). The performance of 109 SENSOR-MUX* matches a model based on the performance of the individual sensors and gates 110 (RMSE = 0.40 MEFL decades) (Fig. S8) . 111
For cell-cell communication, we chose the widely-used 3-oxohexanoyl acylhomoserine 112 lactone (AHL) system (Fig. S9) . First, we constructed AHL-DEMUX wherein an AHL sensor 113 controls INDEMUX, and DAPG again controls SELECT (Fig. S10) . Probe experiments confirm that 114 AHL-DEMUX computes proper outputs for all four possible AHL and DAPG input combinations, 115 and the behavior of every sensor and gate agrees with model predictions (RMSE = 0.68 MEFL 116 decades) (Fig. S10, Supplementary Materials) . Finally, we built SENSOR-MUX*-AHL wherein 117 OUTMUX controls production of the AHL biosynthetic enzyme LuxI (Fig. 4) . 118
We implemented the full CS by growing SENSOR-MUX*-AHL cells with the eight 119 combinations of aTc, IPTG, and DAPG and then diluting them into new cultures with AHL-120 DEMUX cells and fresh inducers (Fig. S11) . In each case, we monitored the conversation by 121 probing OUTMUX, OUT1, and OUT2. Indeed, when DAPG is present, only conversation 1 occurs: 122 the presence of aTc is relayed through both circuits and cell strains, ultimately controlling OUT1 123 (Fig. 4A) . Furthermore, when DAPG is absent, conversation 2 occurs instead: IPTG is relayed 124 through both circuits and strains, and controls OUT2 (Fig. 4B) . Thus, our CS switches between 125 two different conversations in response to DAPG. 126
While the performance of the CS largely recapitulates the individual behaviors of 127 SENSOR-MUX* and AHL-DEMUX (Figs. 4, S8 , and S10), we observed that aTc erroneously 128 activates OUT2 in ~40% of cells in the presence of DAPG (Fig. 4A) . We determined that AHL 129 concentrations of 5 nM or greater induce this fault in AHL-DEMUX cells (Fig. S12, A and B) .
130
We hypothesized this fault may arise due to high total sgRNA levels in AHL-DEMUX cells 131 resulting in dCas9 saturation. To investigate this possibility, we calculated the total sgRNA 132 expressed by SENSOR-MUX* and AHL-DEMUX for all input conditions. The AHL-DEMUX 133 produces >27,000 MEFL total sgRNA under fault-inducing conditions, whereas both circuits 134 produce <17,000 MEFL total sgRNA otherwise (Fig. S12C) . AHL-induced S8 overexpression 135 may therefore outcompete S2 for dCas9, causing NOR2 to fail. We were unable to increase dCas9 136 expression further due to toxicity. However, a recent dCas9 variant that can be expressed to higher 137 levels may alleviate this issue (24). 138
The longest computation path through the CS comprises eight sequential layers: the DAPG 139 sensor, NOT4, NOT2, NOR6*, NOR3, the AHL system, NOT8, and NOR7 (Fig. S13, A and B) .
140
We characterized the dynamics of signal propagation through this path by adding DAPG to 141 SENSOR-MUX*-AHL cells, AHL to AHL-DEMUX cells, and probing the outputs of each layer 142 over time. Sensors activated rapidly, with their reporters approaching steady state within ~1 h.
143
Gate reporters responded in order, requiring an average of 1.3 h to propagate through each layer 144 (Fig. S13, E and F) . The SENSOR-MUX*-AHL and AHL-DEMUX cells completed their 145 responses in 5 and 7 h, respectively (Fig. S13, C and D) . A gene expression dynamics model 146 assuming stable dCas9:sgRNA complexes closely predicts these dynamics (RMSE = 0.45 MEFL 147 decades) (Fig. S13, C and D, Supplementary Materials) . 148
The next generation of engineered multicellular behaviors will require more than two cell-149 cell communication channels (25). Genetically-encoded CSs can enable such applications by 150 reusing communication systems. As the number of transcriptional logic gates that can be 151 implemented in a single cell continues to increase, CSs that can switch between three or more 152 conversations can be envisioned (Fig. S14) . Computation times could be substantially accelerated 153 using de-stabilized (e.g. proteolysis-tagged) repressors. Eventually, CSs could transmit 154 information on the seconds timescale using logic gates based upon post-translational, rather than 155 transcriptional regulation (26, 27 
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